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TOWN AND COUNTRY CHIC
The winners of the Face of Country Ways competition, Sara Duthie and Jordan Dickson, spend a day 

in the stunning surroundings of Wardhill Castle near Inverurie and Aikenshill Highland Cattle Farm, 
Foveran. Modelling the latest collections from Country Ways, here’s the results of their photoshoot 

with the talented Lindsay Robertson Photography.

All items shown are available 
at Country Ways, 115 Holburn 
Street, Aberdeen and online at 
www.countryways.com

Sara is right on trend with this country-
meets-town outfit. The Dubarry 
Westport knitted dress, Hicks & Brown 
fedora and the latest suede Regina boots 
from Fairfax & Favor is stunning.

Look out for the final fashion editorial featuring Jordan and Sara in next weeks your life. 

This photo has real aww factor! 
Isn’t Jordan looking smart in his 
Alan Paine Compton breeks, wool 
jumper and matching tweed cap?! 
The outfit is finished off  perfectly 
with a Clare Haggas silk tie – and 
the very adorable Piper the puppy. 
Sara is modelling a Dubarry  
Slievebloom jumper with a Hicks & 
Brown fedora and Dubarry Longford 
leather boots. 

Sara has matched an Annabel Brocks 
AWOL (Active, Work Or leisure) 
sweatshirt with a pair of  jeans and 
Fairfax & Favor Salcombe deck shoes. 
Easy to wear and suitable for both 
country and city living, these sweatshirts 
are designed to be worn with jeans, 
used during exercise in cooler weather, 
apres ski or just chilling out on the sofa.

Jordan and Bella look quite the part. 
Jordan is wearing a tweed Combrook 
tweed field coat by Alan Paine with a 
pair of  Dubarry Wexford leather boots. 

Wardhill Castle provided a fabulous 
backdrop for our photoshoot. In this 
image, Jordan is wearing a Barbour 
tattersall shirt teamed with a Barbour 
Ruck quilted gilet. 

Here’s Sara with one of  her favourite 
highland cows, Liisa of  Brue, at 
Aikenshills Farm. Sara is modelling a 
Dubarry Briar Rose shirt with pheasant 
motif, Dubarry Mountrath jacket and a 
Hicks & Brown fedora. Team with jeans 
and a pair of  Dubarry boots for the 
perfect weekend-in-the-country look.


